Left: Export shipments of semen include freight,
insurance, the semen tank with liquid nitrogen, and
approved documentation.

The Business of Selling

Semen

Elite, LLC, was incorporated in late 1991
and today is an international supplier
of beef and dairy semen as well as A.I.
equipment, TruTest scales and estrus
synchronization products. “We’re proud
to bring genetically superior sires to the
beef industry that assist producers in
achieving their production goals,” Rugg
says. Bovine Elite also offers professional herd management services through
personal consultation and by hosting
eight A.I. management and pregnancy
determination clinics each year.
The current location in College Station, Texas, is a benefit to Bovine Elite
because the firm is able to market
semen from both haired and eared/
eared-influenced cattle. A quick look at
the website, bovine-elite.com, shows 25
Santa Gertrudis bulls from which to buy
semen. While the idea of selling semen
through a broker like Bovine Elite may
be appealing, Rugg advises producers
to think things out step-by-step before
committing to collecting semen from a
bull.

By Micky Burch, Managing Editor

Last month’s issue of Santa Gertrudis USA highlighted several
producers and their twist on marketing cattle. For this issue, we
investigated the semen business, and found out there’s more to
selling Santa Gertrudis semen than you might think.
Expert Perspective

Carl Rugg, president and owner of
Bovine Elite, LLC, has been in the
reproduction business since the early
1970s. Before that, he was raised on
a dairy and commercial beef cattle
operation in western New York. He
graduated from Cornell University
with a degree in animal science, then
earned a master’s degree in reproductive physiology from Colorado State
University (CSU).
While Rugg’s original intentions
were to attend veterinary school after
completing his undergraduate work,
his stint at CSU pinpointed his passion
for bovine reproduction. Shortly after
graduating from CSU in 1976, Rugg
relocated to Texas and worked with
Wallace H. Cardwell, DVM, at Elgin
Breeding Service in Elgin. He was soon
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hired back to Colorado by Ankony
Genetic Center, where he spent the
next several years as their production
manager. In 1985, Rugg was asked to
design and build a new semen collection facility, with initial space for 40
bulls; Granada Corporation, located in
Wheelock, Texas, was at capacity by
March 1986. As general manager of the
Sire Services division of Granada Corporation, Rugg was in charge of collecting and marketing semen and embryos,
and teaching producers how to artificially inseminate (A.I.) and determine
pregnancy in their cattle.
When Granada Corporation closed its
doors in 1991, Rugg bought the rolling
assets of the company, and continued
marketing and selling semen and related
A.I. equipment, growing the educational
component of the business. Bovine
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First Things First

First and foremost, a producer
considering collecting semen from
a bull must have a certain animal in
mind. Because there can be a lot of
labor, time and expense associated
with collecting and marketing semen,
Rugg advises potential bull promoters
to pay close attention to their calf crop
in several ways. First, he says, watch
the calves grow, and identify the cattle
that are potentially in the top 5 to 10
percent in the group. Then, keep extensive records and measurements of the
entire calf crop, like birth weight, weaning weight, yearling weight, hip height
and carcass ultrasound data. Finally,
he says, “Make sure all of your data is
turned into your breed association so
your cattle can be compared to others
in the breed as well as their contemporary group within your herd.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14 ≥
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Once an exceptional young bull has
been selected, a semen collection facility should be chosen based on its ability
to perform proper health tests to qualify
semen for export. “Qualifying semen
for most export markets requires your
bull to be quarantined for at least 60
days,” Rugg explains, adding that
producers should decide what countries
they’d like to market semen to and get
it qualified for both export and domestic
markets. Further, all collection facilities
should meet minimum Certified Semen
Services standards and work with a
certified lab on all diagnostic tests. As
a broker and warehouse, Bovine Elite
doesn’t have a production facility, but
can offer producers recommendations
as to where to have their bull collected.
In general, collecting semen from a bull
costs $3 to $4 per straw of semen; that
price includes processing, health testing
and boarding fees.
Once the semen is collected, producers wanting to use a broker like
Bovine Elite have the semen shipped
to the warehouse location for storage.
Bovine Elite requires a minimum of
200 straws before taking on a bull to
satisfy the initial contract for sales on
a new sire. Like other brokers, Bovine
Elite recommends the semen be available for export. “The export market for
Santa Gertrudis semen is much greater
than it is domestically,” Rugg explains,
adding that he’s shipped Santa Gertrudis semen to Central and South

America, South Africa,
Australia, Mexico and other
countries. “The domestic
market is smaller because
breeders continue to
increase the quality of bulls
they use naturally in their
program,” he points out.
In addition to weights
and measurements, Rugg
also looks at phenotype
before committing to
market a new sire. “We
look at everything, including structure, sheath and
underline, and overall eye
Bovine Elite, LLC, warehouses more than a million units of semen.
appeal, because most
people aren’t going to see the bull in
“Selling semen is only a
person,” Rugg explains. Getting a good
photo and providing it to their semen
portion of your marketing
broker is also on the checklist of things
plan, so look at it as a way
producers need to do when promoting
an A.I. sire. Not only will that photo be
to promote your cattle, and
used on the broker’s website and in its
be very picky about who
sire catalog to promote the bull, but
individual breeders can use it in their
you choose to collect and
personal advertising. Rugg recomrepresent your program.”
mends producers promote their A.I.
– Carl Rugg
sire every way they can. Contracting
with brokers like Bovine Elite provides
Animal and Plant Health Inspection
additional exposure for a percentage of
Service. When dealing with an export
semen sold. “Our normal contract is 40
shipment, the buyer pays for the semen
percent of semen sold,” Rugg explains.
and a one-way shipment of the semen
“In most cases, it’s a non-exclusive
tank. Average fixed costs per export
agreement, so a producer can sell
range from $1,800 to $2,500, and
semen him- or herself, and hire other
include freight, insurance, the semen
brokers to market semen for them.”
tank with liquid nitrogen, and approved
Once a sale has been made, the
documentation. “When you’re looking
broker handles the required paperwork,
at fixed freight costs that high, buyers
all of which has be to be approved by
are usually getting a lot of semen at
the U.S. Department of Agricultureone time, which is why we require a
minimum of 200 straws per bull in
inventory,” Rugg points out. Once the
shipment has arrived, a broker on the
other end is there to clear it through
customs.
Rugg advises producers to keep an
open mind through the entire semen
collection and marketing process. “If
you’re going to promote a bull and sell
semen, don’t plan on getting rich,” he
says. “Selling semen is only a portion
of your marketing plan, so look at it as
a way to promote your cattle, and be
very picky about who you choose to
collect and represent your program.”
While collecting a bull and marketing semen may be a vital component
to a producer’s marketing scheme, it’s
important to plan ahead, because there
may be more to selling Santa Gertrudis
semen than you might think.

A producer considering collecting semen from a bull must have a certain animal in mind. Bovine Elite, LLC,
recommends these eight items when selecting a potential A.I. sire.
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